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All-Russian NGO ‘Hockey Federation of Russia’

Registration N 7704031008
Principle State Registration Number 1027700584361
Founded Feb. 5, 1993
Current state registered
Registered Russian Federation
Address 119270, Москва, Лужнецкая набережная, 8 / стр 1
Website

Last profile update: Sept. 5, 2023

Documents external links

Open NGOs archived
Company profile on clearspending.ru archived

Connections:

- Close associates
  - Bokarev Andrey Removich - board member
Chernyshenko Dmitriy Nikolaevich – board member
Degtyarev Mikhail Vladimirovich – board member
Ivanyuzhenkov Boris Viktorovich – board member
Mishustin Mikhail Vladimirovich – board member
Morozov Anton Yu'ryevich – Foreign Trade Manager
Nurgaliev Rashid Gumarovich – board member
Rotenberg Arkadiy Romanovich – Chairman of the Board
Rotenberg Roman Borisovich – first vice president
Timchenko Gennadiy Nikolaevich – board member
Tretyak Vladislav Aleksandrovich – президент, член правления

Related companies

- **Interregional NGO ‘Interregional Coordinating Council for Ice Hockey Development St. Petersburg and Northwest’** – Controlled by

Finances

- **JSC Rosoboronexport (Federal Service for Defense Export)** – Public contracts/Customer
- **Муниципальное автономное учреждение Города Новосибирска “Спортивная Школа "Центр зимних видов спорта"** – Public contracts/Customer
- **Open Joint Stock Company "Russian Railways"** – Public contracts/Customer
- **Public Joint Stock Company "BANK VTB"** – Public contracts/Customer
- **Alrosa PJSC** – Public contracts/Customer

Dossier:

Sanctions:

Degtyarev Mikhail Vladimirovich
Government of Russia, member of the Council for the Development of Physical Culture and Mass Sports under the Government board member
Nurgaliev Rashid Gumarovich
Administration of the President, Deputy Secretary of the Security Council board member
Rotenberg Arkadiy Romanovich
Chairman of the Board
Rotenberg Roman Borisovich
first vice president
Timchenko Gennadiy Nikolaevich
Russian Geographical Society, member of the board of trustees
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